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InvisiLED® Palette RGB 
Accessories

POWER SUPPLY ACCESSORIES Model # Dimensions Description

Wiring box  
with switch

TB-S 64” × 1s” × 14” Use when spanning a large gap in a system layout without 
leaving exposed wiring (ie: lighting kitchen cabinets on both sides 
of a sink or window). Low voltage wiring is collected  
inside box, with Romex® wire output to go behind a wall.

Low Voltage 
Wiring Box

LED-T-B 12” × w” × d” Neatly house up to 2 wires.

CONTROLLER ACCESSORIES Model # Dimensions Description

Signal Wire LED-TC24-SW60
LED-TC24-SW120

60"
120"

Extends distance between Master Controller  
and Slave Controller.  
DMX connection, consult factory for DMX controller options.

TAPE LIGHT ACCESSORIES Model # Dimensions Description

Joiner Cable LED-TC-IC2
LED-TC-IC6
LED-TC-IC12
LED-TC-IC72

2"
6"
12"
72"

Connects two sections of InvisiLED® Palette.

4-Way "X" 
Connector

LED-TC-X 3w” × 3w” × c”
center: w” 
arms: 12” each

"X" connector has one male and three female connectors  
and can be used to easily customize your design layout. 
Total run length power consumption cannot exceed  
transformer load when "X" connector is used.

3-Way "“Y" 
Connector

LED-TC-Y 3z” × 3z” × c”
center: w” 
arms: 12” each

"Y" connector has one male and two female connectors  
and can be used to easily customize your design layout.
Total run length power consumption cannot exceed  
transformer load when "Y" connector is used.

"L" Connector  LED-TC-L 1a" × 1c" × 4" "L" connector has male and female connectors  
and is used to create 90° right angles.

End cap

 

 LED-TC-EC 2" × 4" × x"
2" × 2" × 8"

Includes 1 cut end cap and 1 male end cap.  
Use to terminate every run to protect against contaminants.

Mounting Clips  
(10 pack)

LED-T-CL 2" For installation on surfaces that are difficult to adhere to.  
Two mounting clips per foot are recommended  
for straight runs.

Retrofit 
Channel

LED-T-RC 36" × 2" × 2" Use to construct a miniature cove or light baffle in which tape 
may be concealed. May also be mounted to the channel as  
a way to change the direction of the projected light.

Rigid 
Aluminum 
Channel

LED-T-CH 5' × n” × a” Mounting channel with acrylic diffuser.


